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CAT EXTRAVAGANZA! For the first time, 
an INTERNATIONAL SHOW and all things 
FELINE-EXPOSITION will claw its way into 
CENTRAL LONDON this spring! 
 
Thousands of cat enthusiasts, an international competition with over 200 cats, and a 

multitude of quirky cat vendors all under one roof. That’s right! This May, the felines 

are pushing aside their canine cousins and taking centre stage at the LondonCats 

International Show and Cat Expo, the cat equivalent to Crufts! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

On a mission to stage, reward and celebrate our PURRFECT companions, LondonCats 

will be taking over Tobacco Dock in Central London on the 4th and the 5th of May 

 



2019 for the biggest cat expo in all of Europe and the first event of its kind in the UK. 

A cat extravaganza like you have never seen before! 

 

In attendance will be every cat lovers favourite authors James Bowen and A Streetcat 

Named Bob who will be signing their bestselling books. James & Bob’s exceptional 

story has been an inspiration worldwide and the film has become a phenomenon. 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

LondonCats are delighted to also welcome Cisco Systems co-founder and 

philanthropist Sandy Lerner. You can hear excerpts of Lerner’s book ‘Caticons: 

4,000 Years of Art Imitating Cats’ from the Educational Stage and her book will be 

available to buy at the show. Lerner uses her success to be an advocate for animal 

welfare.  

 

For those who want to give something back to their beloved four-legged friends there 

will be plenty of ways to spoil them with treats and gifts from a shopping village 

dedicated to crazy cat products. Dr. Elsey’s will be on hand to provide litterbox 

solutions for the life of your cat and a range of premium state of the art products for 

happy, healthy cats. Also, in attendance, will be Katzenworld the UK’s biggest cat 

blog forum, Purrform Premium Raw Cat Food, Bengal Cat World, Scrumbles, Autopet 

and their hi-tech “litter robot” just to name a few.   

 



Whether you are looking for the latest and best food & treats or the most innovative 

& hi-tech gadgets, you will be sure to leave happy with a little something for your 

“friends” at home. 

 

Other features include a “Cat Agility Ring”, SEVEN super interactive “Judging 

Rings”, “Meet the Breeds”, Instagram’s biggest cat celebrities and delicious food & 

drink from London’s best food trucks! 

 

Come and see your favourite breeds such as the Bengal, British Short Hair, Maine 

Coon and Sphynx and some newer breeds like the Lykoi (werewolf cat), American 

Curl, Toyger and many more, all under one roof competing for the ultimate prize of 

Best Kitten, Best Cat, Best Alter and Best Household Pet.  

 

 

 
The show will be open to the public from 9am 

– 5pm.Tickets are available on the door or 
online, from the LondonCats website. 

 
Adults | £25 
OAPs | £20 

Children | £15 
 

LondonCats International Cat Show 
4th & 5th May | Tobacco Dock - London 

 
 
 
 
 

Make sure you don’t miss out on a weekend spent in the company of 
beautiful cats! 

For more information, please contact: 
PR@londoncats.org.uk 

+44 0207 247 1943 


